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WARNING: There are three things in this booklet that you will probably hate,
but there are seven where you will say, “Aha, I didn’t know that!”

Introduction
In 1958 there was a very famous advertisement called “The Man in the
Chair” put out by McGraw-Hill Magazines. This famous ad showed a
stern looking man sitting flatfooted in a wooden office chair staring into
the camera. The copy said:
I don’t know who you are.
I don’t know your company.
I don’t know your company’s product.
I don’t know what your company stands for.
I don’t know your company’s customers.
I don’t know your company’s record.
I don’t know your company’s reputation.
Now—what was it you wanted to sell me?
Keep this advertisement in mind as you read this short booklet. You will
see that tapping into your audience’s most primal need is actually quite
simple. This is the secret to turning those stubborn leads into instant
sales.
The biggest secret
Instead of running around with your hair on fire trying to figure out the
best angle for your new campaign, discover how easy it is to turn those
stubborn leads into happy paying customers.
You will feel like you’ve tapped into the biggest secret that no one is
talking about. You will ask, “Why isn’t everyone doing this?” We will
answer that question, and the answer(s) will surprise you.
Your days will be full of bliss. No longer will you be tearing your hair out,
trying to figure out, “Why won’t these people buy our stuff?!”
However, first we need to explore what you and everyone else are up
against so we know how to tackle your problem head-on.

Scared and cautious
The problem with most companies trying to convert a backlog of leads
into real profits lies within knowing what their audience wants. Not only
that, but you also need to know their temperament and what to tap
into to get them to buy.
One way many successful companies have been able to clear the deck
of the never-ending problem of stubborn leads is to understand what
really makes people buy.
Unfortunately, our economy is still reeling from the 2008 meltdown.
Many people are still scared and cautious about the state of the
economy—especially with some of our newly-elected officials.
And with the Education Debt Bubble looming, people are being
especially cautious about how they spend their money.
There is so much happening so fast, people don’t want to make a move.
We’ve seen this all before
First it was AOL, MySpace and Broadcast.com. Then it was Facebook,
Twitter and Spotify. Now, it’s Instagram, iPhones and WhatsApp.
Next, it will be delivery drones, self-driving cars and AI (artificial
intelligence). Or will it?
Doesn’t it seem like everything that had been predicted never came to
fruition? And that everything from Facebook to iPhones was never
predicted? Strange, isn’t it?
Therefore, how can we really prepare for an unknown future? How can
we ensure that we have the right systems in place so that we don’t
succumb to the next meltdown?
The bottom line is that the future is scary because it’s unpredictable.
For any company seeking to survive, the biggest enemy is the unknown.

Once you get your ducks in order and everything running smoothly, you
think you are on solid ground, but it’s actually too late! You’re thrown
right back into the unknown.
It seems like you can never get ahead—or even stay ahead. And this is
what puts companies and consumers into a state of mental paralysis.





SEO was hot—now it’s overcrowded
Facebook was hot—now young people are fleeing in droves
Twitter was hot—now it’s a hotbed of company misfires and
apologies
Blogging was hot—now it’s a chore just to stay relevant

If only there was one thing that you could adopt that was recessionproof, technology-proof, and consumer-behavior-proof. If only you
could stay ahead of the competition and turn those stubborn leads into
instant sales without stressing about it.
There is!
Consumer behavior is dictated by a hardwired primal need that
everyone has.
As mentioned earlier, the 2008 meltdown is still taking its toll a decade
later, and the Education Debt Bubble is on everyone’s mind.
Consumers’ shaken optimism
You can’t make money on housing anymore, so more and more
Americans are believing less and less in the American dream. In turn,
they buy less stuff.
And this is the real problem.
No sales. No profits. No business. No job.
However, once you tap into your prospect’s most primal need, this
problem goes away—as we will discuss shortly.
It’s important to know that when the housing marketing went bust,
people panicked and freaked out.

Remember that?
And even though we’ve seen housing trends go up and down for
decades, everyone just freaked out anyway. Ultimately, this had a
devastating ripple effect that many are still feeling today.
Consumers knew that housing prices would return someday. But they
didn’t care. They only cared about what was happening to them in that
moment—their present moment. Not some unknown future.
The key to moving people from the leads bucket to the sales bucket is to
stimulate a sense of optimism and confidence in their well-being—now
and in the future.
Job security and consumer confidence
We’ve all seen the elimination of jobs over the years. Here’s a short list I
came up with just off the top of my head without bothering to look on
Google—or any other research for that matter.
Things that have come and gone in a matter of decades—and what’s
replaced them:
Travel Agents: Replaced by Orbitz, Expedia, Priceline,
Hotels.com, Travelocity, etc.
Video Rentals (Blockbuster): Replaced by Netflix, Roku, Apple,
streaming services.
Photographic Processor (1 Hour Photo): Replaced by digital
cameras, web cameras, Facebook.
Record Stores: Replaced by Spotify, Rhapsody, iTunes.
Web Designer: Replaced by WordPress, Squarespace, Wix.
Jobs in decline—and what will replace them:
Postal Workers: Threatened by email, texting, Snapchat.
Taxi Drivers: Threatened by Uber, Lyft.
Tax Accountants: Threatened by Quicken, Turbo Tax.
Voice Over Artists: Threatened by text-to-speech technologies,
Adobe software.
Bank Tellers: Threatened by ATMs, smartphones, online banks.

Pharmacists: Threatened by Amazon, online pharmacies.
Office Clerks: Threatened by Microsoft Office.
Disc Jockey: Threatened by Spotify, Pandora, Sonos.
Translators: Threatened by real-time translator technologies.
Factory Workers: Threatened by robots, automation, AI.
Bookkeeper: Threatened by Excel.
Tax preparer: Threatened by TurboTax.
Secretaries: Threatened by computers.
English Teacher: Threatened by Grammarly, MS Word.
On the way out—and the reason why:
Package Delivery – Amazon drones.
Bus Drivers – Google driverless technology.
Schools & Teachers—Udemy, Khan Academy, Teachable.
Supermarket Cashier—Self-checkout.
These businesses and industries have all disappeared and will likely
never come back.
And guess what? No one saw this coming! Pretty scary stuff, and it gets
worse.
This is what Scott Galloway [Brand Strategist] had to say about the
media sector…
“It’s even worse in media. If Facebook and Google grow their
businesses 22 billion dollars this year—which they will—we’re
going to lose approximately 150,000 creative directors, planners
and copywriters.”
He estimates that the number of employees needed for Google and
Facebook is 14,193, while the number for Publicis Groupe IPG WPP is
151,724. Google and Facebook are behemoths that are literally
changing everything.
However, the GOOD NEWS is that they don’t change the ONE thing that
gets people to buy. We’ll discuss that in a moment, and I promise you
will be surprised and elated at how simple it is.

Where we are today:
✓ Competition is brutal.
✓ Blogs have reached a saturation point.
✓ Young people are fleeing Facebook.
Just when we have gotten used to these rapid changes, something will
come along that will throw this whole new paradigm out of whack.
Dilemma
Most companies won’t be ready because they’re too busy hiring and
training people to use the latest app. And this new app will certainly
reach a saturation point in six to eighteen months. It will no longer be
relevant.
Then, of course, you will have to hire NEW people who are skilled in the
new flavor of the month. Kind of feels like being a hamster on a wheel,
doesn’t it?

The hamster wheel
In an attempt to convert leads into sales, you end up spinning your
wheels getting people to your website, but no one calls. Right? What
happened?
Nothing. That’s what happened.
Frustrating, isn’t it?
You paid for advertising online and offline. You hired an intern or
someone to handle your social media accounts. But still, no one is
buying. Something is not working. What is it?
Word of mouth
You might think word of mouth is free marketing, but the reality is that
you paid for it in one form or another. Therefore, if nothing happens

(i.e. no one buys) when people get to your website, you wasted a ton of
money. If that doesn’t get someone fired, then I don’t know what does.
You have to be everywhere
Heard this before, right?
Twitter? Pinterest? Right now, maybe. Then it’s Snapchat or Instagram.
Or maybe you should blog because your competitor has a blog? Chasing
that rabbit. Again.
Social media
Do you even know what social media you are supposed to be on? Are
you a lawyer on Pinterest? Wrong! Too many businesses are using social
media in all the wrong ways.
Know your business and know specifically what social media works best
for you in satisfying your customers’ most primal need. Once you
understand this, you’ll easily turn stubborn leads into instant sales.
The proof is everywhere!
Technology
Do you see what’s coming? Drones, self-driving cars, AI and AR. Do you
even know what AR is? Get ready, because it will affect everything we
do and the buying habits of the future. And if you still ignore your
audience’s most primal need, this technology will slap you in the face
like an angry beaver.
Are you keeping up?
Are you trying to keep up with Google, Amazon, Apple and Facebook?
Are you are aware of what they have planned for you in the future? Not
just you the consumer, but you the business.

Primal need
People’s most primal need is the gathering of information to prepare for
some unknown future event. This is why we are glued to the TV during
disasters and tragedies—even if those tragedies may have happened in
some remote village across the globe, some 7,000 miles away.

This has been going on for millennia, and it will never stop. This is the
human condition.
Everything we do is about gathering information. And it couldn’t be any
truer than it is today in the Internet Age.
Information empowers you. It helps you prepare for some unknown
future—good or bad. And the best way to sell to your audience is to
empower them.
Remember, most people doubt themselves rather than doubting you or
your product. Buying a new car? Is it really the price tag, or is it: “Can I
really afford this car?” as in “Who am I to buy this car when…”
Do you see the dilemma people have when making a purchase? What
removes that dilemma is information.
When making purchases, people are in constant protection mode.
“Should I buy this? What will they think? What if I hate it?”
This is why the Internet exploded the way it did. Information
everywhere!
“Give a man a fish,” and you know the rest. The ability to have
information empowers people and provides them freedom. And that
freedom allows people to spend without worry. And when your
audience spends without worry, you can make instant sales.

InformationEmpowermentFreedomCarefree Spending
Carefree spending is the sweet spot for every advertiser. This is not to
say that you want your audience to spend their last paycheck and max
out their credit card for your product. Not that at all. However, you
want your audience to spend money on your goods and services
without worry. Otherwise, you’re just rolling a boulder up a steep hill.
After all, as consumers, we are constantly asking…
✓ What if it doesn’t work?

✓ What if I look stupid wearing/driving this?
✓ What if I hate it?
✓ What if it’s dangerous?
✓ What if I get addicted to it?
✓ What if…?
Do you see all the questions and worries that go through someone’s
mind when they are contemplating buying your product?
Wouldn’t it be great if you could alleviate all these concerns so your
customer can spend without worry?
To do that, you need to provide information. People crave information
because they want to feel empowered. They feel they can protect
themselves from some unknown future event by knowing stuff—or
even manipulate some future event that is favorable to them.
Once enough information is provided, your customer will feel
empowered with that new knowledge. And with that new knowledge
comes a great sense of freedom. When people have freedom, they are
much more carefree with their spending.
How do you satisfy your audience’s most primal need for information?
We will explore the answer in the following pages.
Big challenge
The biggest challenge for marketers today is converting contacts and
leads into real paying customers.
Why aren’t they converting?
You haven’t given them a reason. You haven’t told them enough about
your product. They were interested at first—that’s why they became a
lead. But they never converted.
They don’t have enough information to make a purchase. They are not
empowered and don’t feel the freedom to spend without worry. This
comes down to your messaging with your audience.

The solution—which nobody wants to hear—is to create advertising
that informs the customer.
How is this done? With long form copywriting.
What is long form copywriting?
Long form copywriting is a way of making your complete sales argument
in a single ad, blog post, social media post, etc. It can take many forms,
but it is essentially more complete than, “We are the best. Buy our stuff.
Goodbye.”
Long form copywriting has allowed many businesses to turn things
around for themselves. World-renowned David Ogilvy would take out
full-page ads in newspapers and fill them with long, persuasive copy.
On the next page, you’ll see one such example:

As you can see in this ad, there is nothing but text. This is how David
Ogilvy built Ogilvy & Mather into a billion-dollar advertising agency and
retired to a castle in France.
You can find more of his Ogilvy & Mather ads with the same theme
online using the following search terms:

✓ How to create advertising that sells
✓ How to create financial advertising that sells
✓ How to launch new products
✓ How direct response advertising can increase your sales
✓ How to launch new products
✓ How to create industrial advertising that sells
✓ How to create food advertising that sells
Here are a few more Ogilvy & Mather ads you may come across:

You will see that the ads are filled with sales copy with very few images
and catchy slogans. You might think, “That worked for Mr. Ogilvy back in
the sixties, but today nobody would read all that.”

However, I respectfully say that you are wrong, and the rest of this
booklet will prove that to you.
It’s not just the advertisers from
the ‘50s and the ‘60s that
succeeded with long form
copywriting. Today, there many
small businesses that sell many
products (i.e. supplements,
investing, fitness, etc.) where they
have sales pages that are up to 30
pages long and pay up to $10,000
for that sales copy.
Why?
Because long copy works like crazy!
Small supplement companies
wouldn’t stand a chance against
the big pharmaceutical companies
if they just tried to brand
themselves into the marketplace. It
would take too much time and
would be far too costly.
On the left is an example of a sales
page that uses long copy. This page
is actually 7 times longer than what
you see here. This image had to be
shortened to fit on this page.

Why this? Why now?
Long form copy still works. In fact, it’s never NOT worked.
There are countless benefits of long copy versus short copy other than
just providing information.

The only problem is that many businesses, advertisers and their
agencies have come up with numerous reasons NOT to embrace long
form copywriting, as we will discuss in more detail shortly.

Here are a few reasons why and how long copy
makes the cash register ring:
Tell your story
With long copy, you can fully tell your story. And many times, this is
what your audience really wants.
Have you ever watched Shark Tank? Do you know why this television
program has been so successful for the contestants? It’s because they
can tell their whole story.
While you only see ten minutes on TV, the contestants present their
story for a full hour in front of the Sharks. That’s long copy in action!
When you tell your story, you provide the much needed information
that your audience craves. You’ll notice that today’s consumers are
looking for businesses who are mission-based.
What better way to communicate with your audience than with a good
story about your products, services, and your overall mission? You can’t
do that with a few images and short copy. You can only do that with
long copy.
USP
With long copy, you can fully present your USP. Most businesses are
“me-too” brands, so finding a unique angle is paramount to beating
your most aggressive competitors.
Are you a “me-too” brand?
By writing out your sales copy in long form, you will be able to express
your Unique Selling Proposition (USP)—as popularized by Rosser
Reeves, an advertising legend responsible for some of the most iconic
and enduring ads in the modern age.

You have to differentiate your product from your competitors by
providing information. Otherwise, you are just competing on price—and
we all know that is a race to the bottom.
Here’s an example:
Legendary copywriter Claude Hopkins was able to move Schlitz beer
from fifth place to first place in just a few months. How did he do it?
Let’s hear what world-famous David Ogilvy had to say about this:

“Claude Hopkins once wrote five pages of solid text for
Schlitz beer. In a few months, Schlitz moved up from fifth
place to first.” –David Ogilvy
So, what did Hopkins write about in his five-page advertisement?
He wrote about how Schlitz Beer steam-cleaned their bottles before
filling them with beer. Guess what? All of the other beer manufacturers
also steam-cleaned their bottles before filling them up with beer!
However, Hopkins was the only one who pointed that out in vivid detail
with long copy in his advertisements. In their advertisements, the other
advertisers just said, “Our Beer Is Pure,” implying they have clean
bottles. But Hopkins laid it out in black and white for Schlitz.
That’s the power of long copy using a USP to increase sales. The
audience didn’t know steam-cleaned bottles wasn’t unique to Schlitz,
but Hopkins made it so.
And when people were informed of this little-known fact, they felt
empowered by the information they received. And that led to the
freedom to buy without concern. Isn’t that the way you would like your
audience to see your product or service?
Social proof
What people say about you is one of the most impactful ways your
prospects will judge you, your products, and your services. This is one of
the major reasons why Amazon was able to become the juggernaut that
it is. Their rating system is the social proof that many come to rely on
when selling on Amazon.

With your marketing campaigns—whether you want to admit to it or
not—your past happy customers do all the heavy lifting in the form of
testimonials.
When people get their information from their peers, it’s like the
information is on steroids. It’s that impactful.
Consumers are so empowered by what their peers say that they
immediately feel the freedom to spend without a second thought. This
is one trigger that will move stubborn leads into sales.
The only way people can pass information onto others about a product
or service is if they know a fair amount about your product or service.
They can’t report on what they don’t know, right?
Objections
Your customers will have a TON of reasons why they won’t buy your
product or service.
When it comes to shopping around, they are going to be extra careful
about who they do business with. They will have dozens of reasons why
they don’t need your product or service right now—which is the last
thing you want.
If you don’t at least address the major objections in your marketing, you
will miss out on huge opportunities for your prospects to open up their
wallets for your products and services.
For instance, here are the top sales objections a car salesman may need
to answer…








I’d like to speak with my partner
I’m just not ready to make a decision yet
It’s too expensive
I’ll have to come back tomorrow
I need to shop your competitors to make sure I’m getting the
best deal
Let me think about it
I wasn’t prepared to buy today





I’ve got to go home and do some research first
I can get it cheaper online
I don’t have time today

In a longer form advertisement (i.e. online sales letter, booklet, catalog,
special report, etc.), you can answer these objections and keep your
reader nodding “yes” as they read through. This is why you need long
copy for your ad so you can answer these sales objections.
Remember you
The more you tell, the more they will remember you. As the saying
goes, “The more you tell, the more you sell!”
Conversely, a short message needs to be repeated over and over (think
advertising costs) for it to sink into people’s heads. A longer message
not only will last longer in people’s heads, but they are more likely to
buy right there on the spot.
Psychological triggers
You can’t employ too many psychological triggers into a snappy fiveword headline with less than fifty words of body copy.
In a longer format, you can employ dozens of psychological triggers to
get people to warm up to you and buy what you’re selling. Below are
just a few of the psychological triggers that have worked their magic:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Avoiding pain
Novelty
Explain why
Tell a story
Scarcity
Authority
Easiness
Common enemy
Invoke curiosity (information gap)
Social proof
Feelings of importance

Of course, there are many more, but how many of these made it into
your last campaign? Were you able to get more than two in there?
What about five or ten? The more, the better!
YOU control the flow of information
Why leave your message to other people? The whole point of
advertising and marketing is to control your message.
Yes, it’s great to get word of mouth, but where do you think your
audience gets their information? Your advertising and marketing!
Have you ever listened to people talk about a product or service? They
often repeat the same message that advertisers and marketers deliver.
So, why not give these emissaries your message instead of leaving it up
to a bunch of strangers to guess as to what your marketing message is
all about?

What most people in the business of advertising and marketing wrongly
believe is that no one likes to read. Therefore, long copy is unnecessary.
However, the bigger lie that advertisers tell themselves is, “No one is
going to read all that!”
Two big problems with that statement:
1. They’re NOT supposed to “read all that!”
2. Yes, they will “read all that!”
Let’s address the first one. Long copy allows people to pick and choose
what interests them—and then decide how much they need to read
before making a decision to buy.
They will read as much as needed for them to be empowered to remove
all doubt that your product or service is the one they need right now!

The reason why written text is still so popular on the Internet is that
people will scan and skip around the document to see what interests
them.
People will “read all that” if your document is formatted so it’s easy to
read. Large blocks of text seem daunting and feel like a chore to read.
However, if you break up the text with pictures, sub-headings, quotes,
italics, bold words, and bullet points, your end-user will have an easier
time digesting it all.
What’s the big problem? Advertisers mistakenly believe that people
won’t read. Where’s the evidence?

Here’s the evidence…
Below, I am going to show you several examples where readership is
high, and it’s high because people do read. They read because they
want to feel empowered and have the freedom to make purchases
without worry.
Blogs
The World Wide Web was slow going before the advent of blogs. Before
blogs, most of what was on the Internet was a hodgepodge of websites
and startup businesses like Amazon—not many people really used the
Internet all that much. Even big businesses like IBM were slow to catch
on.
Then along came blogs.
Blogs have exploded the Internet.
✓ Why? Because people like to read!
✓ Why? Because they want information!
✓ Why? So they can become empowered!
Google favors blogs. Why? Because people favor blogs. Google only
follows what people are doing. That’s how they make money. The more

information a blog has, the more likely it will attract your audience and
Google.
Amazon reviews
If you look at any book on Amazon, you will see a number of reviews for
that book. By default, the reviews are ranked by the Most Helpful to the
Least Helpful.
Do you know what reviews end up being voted the most helpful by
readers? The longest reviews. It’s true. And some of these reviews can
contain up to 1,000 words or more—while the average review is less
than 50 words.
Amazon product pages
Amazon has mastered the art of selling. Have you seen the product
pages for… just about everything? They’re loaded with copy. There is so
much information on these pages that you don’t know what to do with
it all—except read it until you hit the Buy Now button.
If you go to other sites, they just say, “Buy my shit, and go away.”
Amazon knows that it takes a lot of sales copy to move products, so
that’s why they allow for a lot of copy on their product pages. Amazon is
the master of selling.
Even though Amazon is a billion-dollar company, they are not the only
game in town. And they know that, so they stay competitive.
How do they do that?
By allowing sellers and authors to write a lot of copy about their books
and products. This is more proof that people do read, and that long
copy works.
Apple
For each one of Apple’s highly-branded products, they have sales pages
full of information that can be up to 30 pages long! They are a company
really known for their branding. Why so much copy? Because they
believe in the power of long copy when it comes to moving their
products. It’s no surprise they are a billion-dollar company.

Facebook and YouTube video captions
Recently, Facebook and YouTube have come out with written captions
on all their videos. Why? Because people do read. As much as Google
and Facebook would like to help the hearing impaired, they probably
wouldn’t have put in the full effort to develop video captioning
technology if they didn’t think a wider audience would bother reading.
That wouldn’t make sense, would it?
Medium
Medium, the blogging platform started by Twitter co-founder, Ev
Williams, is valued at more than $400 million. What is Medium? It’s a
place where people READ articles. A $400 million valuation is more than
most local TV and radio stations. So much for people NOT reading.
Those are just a few examples of how and why long copy works. Long
copy generally allows for:
✓ More shared content
✓ More views
✓ More comments
✓ More engagement
✓ More up-votes
✓ More replies
Next, we’ll discuss how this all works together so you can start moving
people from the “stubborn leads” pile to the “paying customers” pile.
Long copy provides information that empowers people, which gives
them the freedom to spend without worry. Here’s the formula:

InformationEmpowermentFreedomCarefree Spending

Why does this work?
Human psychology. Humans are (and have been for a long time) hardwired to protect themselves against harm. Not only is “knowledge is
power” true, but knowledge is also a survival mechanism.

This is why we gravitate toward—and watch—horrible news stories. We
think that we might learn something to protect us if that event ever
happened to us. Such as a mugging. We now know not to go down that
street. And CNN, MSNBC, FOX, New York Times, and everyone else
know this. This is why they keep giving it to us and making money.
When it comes to buying and making purchases, we are afraid to make
mistakes. Therefore, we want to gather as much information as possible
to avoid making a mistake.
This is why the Internet exploded the way it did. In fact, all media
throughout history had similar explosive growth. People want
information. They crave it. They seek it out. This is why Google is the
behemoth that it is; they figured out how to get the best information to
the people in the best way possible.
People are afraid. And getting information gives them the feeling they
will be safe.
This is why long copy works. Long copy isn’t just about selling your stuff.
It’s not about “Buy this now. Buy This Now. BUY THIS NOW!” It’s about
informing your audience about your business, your products, and your
services.
Feeling empowered
When we get information, we feel empowered. And once empowered,
we will have the freedom to make purchases with pure confidence.
If you don’t inform people about your products and services, they can’t
feel empowered to make purchases without fear or worry.
A confused mind
You can’t beat human psychology. It’s been going on for hundreds of
thousands of years. You may think you have some fancy trick or tactic to
get people to buy your product, but you can’t fight against people’s
primal need to be informed. An uninformed and confused mind always
says, “No.”
Today, consumers are more in control than ever. You may have been
able to sell a car by calling it a “Lemon” back in the ‘60s. But today with

blogs, Facebook, reviews, Trust Pilot, Yelp, Google, etc., etc., good luck
with that strategy.
It doesn’t work anymore. People need and want to be informed in order
to make a decision without worry. When you provide information to
your customer, you empower them with the freedom to make any
buying decision they choose to make. That’s where you want them.
Remember this formula:
InformationEmpowermentFreedomCarefree Spending = $$$$
Next, we will look at how to put together a winning strategy using long
copy. And we will also explore why many advertisers are still ignoring
this.

Where does this get used?
Emails, blogs, Facebook posts, e-books, special reports, sales pages, and
product descriptions are perfect places to use long copy.
Booklets
You can create a booklet like this one and send it to all the businesses
you want as clients. This is exactly what David Ogilvy did in addition to
his magazine advertisements. Instead of cheap gimmicks like pens, hats,
and luggage tags, you could hand out booklets at tradeshows and
conferences.
Rather than a brochure that talks about how great you are and how you
like to smell your own farts, you can actually help your audience solve a
problem with a booklet of real information about your products and
services.

In fact, if the information is highly relevant, they will keep your booklet
(that has your name and address on it) for many years to come or for
when they are ready to buy. (I still have a booklet from ad agency I
worked at over 15 years ago).
E-mail
Send people to a long sales page. They will be engaged. You can bet on
it. Unlike e-mails that say, “Hey, how are ya? Please buy our crap,” you
can have an e-mail that goes more in depth.
Blogs
Instead of having a post blubbering about nonsense, your post can
actually be a sales page in disguise.
It won’t be the 400-500-word variety. It’s the kind that is 3,500 words or
more. Here’s what world-renowned Neil Patel had to say in his famous,
high ranking 4,000-word blog post about long copy:
Why 3000+ Word Blog Posts Get More Traffic (A Data-Driven Answer)
His data shows that longer blog posts get more shares, more comments,
more engagement, and ultimately more sales and more business. Who
doesn’t want that?
In his post, Patel says,

“Web users are becoming smarter every day. They want
specific answers to specific questions.”
It’s true. People are becoming smarter, and they want more
information. They google information. The days of treating your
audience like morons with short copy and stupid puns are coming to an
end.
And even David Ogilvy (the one who built a billion-dollar agency using
long form ads and retired to a castle—a real castle—in France) said this
back in his day:

“The consumer isn't a moron; she is your wife. You insult
her intelligence if you assume that a mere slogan and a few

vapid adjectives will persuade her to buy anything. She
wants all the information you can give her.”
--Confessions of an Advertising Man
Blogs can be highly effective—only if you ignore all the bad advice about
writing blogs. This bad advice usually comes from Little Timmy living and
working in his mother’s basement scratching his ass and playing
Minecraft while “blogging for a living.”
Sales pages
Let me ask you something: On your website, where do you start? Do
you even know? Does your audience know? Where to start?
What’s great about a sales page that’s focused on only one product is
that your audience will know exactly where to start. Where? The
beginning. A website is often a complete mess—like walking into Grand
Central station at rush hour.
A sales page with long copy and focused on only one subject will easily
turn stubborn leads into high-profit sales.
Video
Long copy isn’t limited to the written word. Long form videos have also
been favored on YouTube and other platforms. Telling your whole story
in a longer format can be quite effective. In fact, there are many
businesses whose paid video ads can be up to forty-three minutes long
on YouTube.
Video sales letters
A video sales letter is exactly what it sounds like. And it’s probably one
of the most powerful forms of advertising there is. Long video sales
letters get people engaged.

What to do
It’s not just about making copy long. It’s about employing a strategy.
You can’t just write a bunch of gibberish about how great you are and
all that other stuff.
Guess what?

NOBODY cares. It’s true. Nobody cares how long you’ve been in
business, so stop saying it. They only care about YOU solving THEIR
problems.
So, when you do embark on a long copy strategy, stop the selfaggrandizing—and start coming up with a real strategy to get your
buyers to fall all over themselves to have your product or service in their
hands as soon as possible.
Here’s a basic model of long copy…












Get attention
Present the problem
Agitate the problem
Provide the solution
Present your credentials
Present the benefits (i.e. transformation)
Present social proof (testimonials, tear sheets)
Make an offer
Present a guarantee of satisfaction
Inject urgency (scarcity)
Call to action

You can’t put that model into a thirty-word ad. Can you? No.
Doing it wrong
The problem is that everyone is using blog posts, Facebook posts, and
their websites in all the wrong ways. They have the belief that they
need to be everywhere versus being super effective somewhere
(doesn’t really matter where).
Don’t fall into the trap of being everywhere.
A little dab here on Pinterest. A bit of this on Instagram. Some of this on
Twitter.



How’s that working out for you?
Having trouble keeping up with everyone else?





Having trouble keeping up with the whims of your audience?
Having trouble keeping up with technology?
Having trouble keeping up with rules and regulations?

Make it easy on yourself. Have a little fun. Do it right, and you won’t
sweat it ever again.
When you focus and execute a long copy strategy in one place,
everything else will fall into place. Facebook is about sharing—not your
ad, but your business as a whole.

Why isn’t everyone doing this?
The question that often comes up is, “If long copy is so great, then why
isn’t everyone doing this?”
Good question. Great answers:
Reason #1: Herd mentality
Popular media gets all the attention, right? Businesses—just like
ordinary people—see all the big brands advertising the way they do and
think that’s the way they should advertise.
Brand building is great for Coca-Cola, but for everyone else, not so
much. After all, Coke doesn’t have any real benefits to speak of. It’s just
sugar and water. It won’t make you stronger, wealthier, do your
laundry, or solve any other problems. So, branding is a natural fit.
But you have a product with a solution for people’s problems.
Don’t follow the herd. Be yourself. Tell people about your product and
service without cleverness, puns, rhymes, and all the other nonsense
that large businesses do for brand awareness. You are a business that
needs to cut through the clutter. There is no time for your audience to
figure out what your ad says before they buy. They will just move on.
That’s a promise.
Reason #2: Not sexy

Giving people the straight dope isn’t sexy. A nice glamour shot with the
word “Obsession” is a lot sexier. However, no one really understands
what you mean. It’s nonsense.
Do you have the time, patience, and money to wait for your audience to
figure out your puns, rhymes, and witty sayings? Geico can do it
because they are a huge company with billions of dollars to blow.
Long copy is not sexy to look at. Look at the Ogilvy & Mather ads again.
Do they look sexy? No. But Ogilvy & Mather ran hundreds of these types
of ads to great effect. They helped build the Ogilvy & Mather advertising
agency into a billion-dollar business.
This is why businesses don’t use long copy. It’s not sexy. If you ask
anyone about their startup business, they will already have clever ads
dreamt up in their heads—long before a business plan is put together.
Long copy isn’t sexy, but it works—because it provides information that
empowers your customers to buy.
Reason #3: Using bad logic
You probably don’t like to read for the sake of reading. It’s a chore.
Therefore, as advertisers, you assume all of your customers won’t read
either. That’s a fair assumption, but it’s wrong.
The statistics—going back over one hundred years—clearly state that
long copy with valuable information wins out over short copy. This
document is much too short to show you all the proof. But a quick
search on Google will show you all the proof you need.
It’s completely illogical to make assumptions about your audience
because of your own feelings. I dislike coffee, but I would be a fool to
think everyone else disliked coffee as well.
Reason #4: Lack of belief
Too many businesses don’t believe this will work. And when they do
“try” it out, they only try it. They don’t do it.

As Yoda once said, “Do. Or do not. There is no try.” In other words (and
in plain English), don’t sit around and “try” something. Actually, do it—
and give it a full effort.
Haven’t you “tried” enough stuff already to know that “trying” doesn’t
work? You must do it until it does work. Trying doesn’t get you
anywhere.
World famous advertising copywriter Victor O. Schwab had this to say
about long copy:

“Long copy doesn’t scare away readers the way it scares
away advertisers.”
Somehow, it’s stuck in the heads of business owners and advertisers
that long copy would bore people to death and no sale could ever be
made. World-famous David Ogilvy said this about using long copy to
unload products:

“When Mercedes-Benz were saddled with 1,170 obsolete
diesels, we mailed a five-page letter and unloaded the
surplus. For Cunard we used eight-page letter with marked
success.” –David Ogilvy
That’s over one thousand OBSOLETE cars that were sold using long
copy. Do you have anything you need to unload quickly?
Reason #5: Laziness
Businesses think long copy is too much work.
It isn’t.
It’s actually less work.
When you write long copy, you don’t have to think as much. You just do
it. When you try to come up with a clever 4-word headline and 25 words
of copy, it takes a lot more effort (and more guesswork) to come up
with that. It’s true.

When writing long copy and exploring all the objections your customer
will have, you will come up with some great ideas—many worthy of
awards (if that’s your thing).
Reason #6: Think it’s expensive
The sad truth is that trying to be “everywhere” is the really expensive
way to go. Trying to keep up with the latest Amazon buying strategies
and Facebook algorithms is really, really expensive.
You have to hire engineers with PhDs to manage all that. Because after
all, that’s who Amazon, Facebook, and Google hire to come up with all
their buying strategies and complex algorithms.
They hire PhDs and other high-level engineers to write the algorithms to
get people to keep coming back in an endless loop. Now, you have to
keep up with all that instead of using a surefire strategy that’s been
used for decades—and even centuries.
Long copy alleviates all these circus acts of trying to be in all three rings
all at once and trying to entertain your audience. When you focus on
one platform (preferably your website with a dedicated landing page),
you can start to really connect with your audience and get them to fall
over themselves to buy what you’ve got!
Reason #7: Don’t believe it’s effective
When you write long copy with lots of facts to back up your claims,
people want to do business with you. It’s like they’re rewarding you for
providing them with such engaging and thorough information.
What David Ogilvy had discovered was…

“Advertisers who put coupons in their advertisements know
that short copy doesn’t sell. In split-run tests, long copy
invariably outsells short copy.” – David Ogilvy, Confessions
of an Advertising Man
If you want to win, you have to embrace long copy. Ogilvy said this…

“Long copy sells more than short copy, particularly when
you are asking the reader to spend a lot of money. Only
amateurs use short copy.” –David Ogilvy
What Ogilvy is saying is that long copy means serious business. When he
came up with his famous ad for Rolls-Royce, he knew it was serious
business. He knew that a few words of copy weren’t going to move the
needle. His Rolls-Royce ad had more than a thousand words of sales
copy. Serious business.
Long copy is a salesperson’s version of talking until you get the sale. In
Confessions of an Advertising Man, Ogilvy said…

“When I was a door-to-door salesman I discovered that the
more information I gave about my product, the more I sold.
Claude Hopkins made that same discovery about
advertising, fifty years ago. But most modern copywriters
find it easier to write short, lazy advertisements. Collecting
facts is hard.”
I couldn’t have said it better. You get out of it what you put into it.

What happens if you don’t do this?
Here’s a shocking statistic:

"Prospects are spending more time doing independent
research and obtaining info from peers and other thirdparty sources. According to an Accenture study, 94% of
B2B buyers conduct online research at some point in the
buying process." (Source: Salesforce)
This means if you don’t provide the information, someone else will!

It’s usually on a blog—where they are also providing information about
your competition as well!
People can freely speak negatively about your products and services.
And you want to leave your marketing up to them? Control your
message—but actually say something. What a novel idea!
Have you ever heard the term: “The squeaky wheel gets the grease”?
Don’t you want to be that squeaky wheel?
This is where the power of long copy comes in. You might be saying,
“But…but…we have a blog.”
Hey, I’m not saying blogs are worthless, but they don’t really carry the
weight like a good sales page does with power sales copy that answers
your prospects’ objections.
Have you looked at the blog posts on your website lately? Are you just
repeating what everyone else is saying? Are you just talking about you
and how great your company is?
Are your blog posts interesting to your prospects? Do they really move
the needle towards a sale? Take a good look at your blog posts and see
if the money spent is coming back in the form of sales. If you can’t
measure that, then you have a bigger problem than you realize.
A good sales letter can be easily measured.
MarketingExperiments.com had this to say:

“If someone is researching a purchase, they are more likely
to like a longer form of content. Why? Because they are
seeking out information to make an informed decision. This
means they are doing a search and asking to engage with
content.”

We can agree that the Internet is a search medium. People are looking
for information. TV is an entertainment medium. People are looking to
be entertained.
It’s time that advertisers start recognizing the Internet for what it is—
instead of being stuck in the age of Television and Radio.
If you sell anything that’s more significant—and priced more—than a
can of Coke, then you need to inform people so they can be empowered
and feel free to make purchases without second-guessing you.

What happens when you do this?
In a word: miracles.
More specifically:
✓ Generate great ideas
✓ Attract high-value customers
✓ Generate more profits
You will start to move prospects from the dust bin of “stubborn leads”
to the bread basket of happy (and carefree-spending) customers when
you empower them with information.
Generate great ideas
Instead of sitting on a sofa and pondering life’s anomalies—and
hopefully coming up with some clever headline that no one
understands, you will generate hundreds of great ideas when you set
your mind to writing out a long form sales piece.
High valued customers
Just like Apple built an audience of evangelists with its Apple
conferences, you can build a legion of evangelists by giving them good
information about how your product will change their lives.
You must show your audience that your product or service will
transform their lives so they feel empowered to buy.

Generate more profits
With a proper sales funnel with advanced long form sales copy, you will
be in a position to sell more and more products to one person without
additional advertising expenditures.
The 800-Pound Gorilla in the Room
Here are some marketing trends for 2019:








Long videos on Instagram and other sites
AI and AR
Data-driven marketing
Social media stories
Voice technology
Targeting to niche audiences
Micro-influencer marketing (i.e. mothers, peers, etc.)

So, where does long copy fit into all this? Don’t you see?
Everywhere!
The problem that most advertisers make is that they think “no one
reads anymore.” And every time there is some new technology (TV,
radio, Internet), advertisers assume copywriting is dead and no one is
going to read anymore.
That’s a dumbass way of looking at things. Next time someone says, “no
one reads anymore,” ask them, “So, no one does any research before
they make a purchase?”
That’s basically what you’re saying when you fall victim to the herd
mentality of “no one reads anymore.” Advertisers have been saying this
for nearly one hundred years.
In 1920, it was stated in Scientific Advertising that “no one reads
anymore.” Then what the hell is the Internet? Someplace where people
magically DON’T read?
“But this time it’s different,” you say.

Aren’t you tired of getting burned—and I mean really scorched—by that
comment? We all fall victim to it. Whether it’s political elections, the
weather, the state of the world, or the latest marketing trends, we all
think “it’s different now” or that it “doesn’t apply to me.”
Enough already.
Stop getting burned by this. Let the other guy get burned. Let him live
his days and years in the past, making the same stupid mistakes over
and over because he can’t see the real trend—which is people are
seeking out information more and more before making purchases.
If you don’t provide information, don’t expect to sell anything. Go broke
and go out of business trying to brand yourself to death with 25-word
ads with four-word headlines and two-word slogans.
It’s brutal out there. Don’t get beaten up.
The way out
There is a way out of the molasses.
With the low cost of publishing on the Internet, it’s easier and cheaper
than ever to get your information to the people and tell them
everything you want them to know about your product or services.
Don’t skimp because you are under the false belief that “people don’t
read.”
THEY WILL READ! Stop trying to work against human nature.
8 seconds or less
I’m sure you’ve heard the statistic that people now have 8-second
attention spans (less than a goldfish). That may or may not be exactly
true, but what is true is that we really do have short attention spans.
That’s because we’re really good filtering out what isn’t necessary and
what isn’t important. And guess what? If we see some quick ad with
only a few words, we won’t see that as important and therefore filter it
out.

This leaves you to spend more and more money to put your ad in front
of my face more and more times. That’s expensive.
But if you had an ad with long copy, my short attention span will be
sidelined by my primal need to gather information (to protect me from
some unfortunate future event).
Let me repeat that, so it really sinks in:

People gather information in order to prepare themselves for some
perceived future event.
So, the bottom line is…provide as much information as you can with
long copy, and you will easily convert people from stubborn leads to hot
sales.

Conclusion
I’m not saying short copy is bad. After all, “Just do it,” and “Got Milk?”
were big hits. Short copy can move some products and services.
However, long copy has great power on the Internet. You are no longer
bound by 30-second commercials and half-page ads.
In a nutshell (a peanut shell to be exact), the reason why long copy has
and always will work is the way the human brain is wired. We are
hardwired to protect ourselves from danger. The more we know, the
more we feel we can cope with danger.
Nobody wants to read, see, or hear your ad
Don’t skimp on your sales copy because you don’t want to be a nuisance
with your ad.
Let’s be very clear on this…

Nobody wants to see your advertisement no matter how
long, how short, or how clever you make it.
Your advertisement is—and always will be—an interruption and an
impediment to your audience’s primary mission. Whether they are
relaxing with a TV program on TV, reading an article in a magazine,

searching for information on the Internet, or catching up with friends on
social media, your advertisement is seen as an unwelcomed pest.
Don’t say to yourself, “Well, I don’t want to interrupt them too much, so
I’ll make this short.” That’s ridiculous.
Make it interesting
I’ve sat through 20-minute ads on YouTube before watching the video I
chose to watch.
I’ve also clicked “Skip Ad” only three seconds into on a ten-second ad.
Why?
Because the 20-minute ad held my interest. The ten-second ad was
stupid and meaningless—as most short-form ads are.
People will watch your ad or read your ad if it is interesting and has
meaning to them. If it’s a short little ditty that’s nonsensical, they will
skip your ad given the chance.
If your ad is meaningful and adds value to their lives, they will be
compelled to watch your ad or read more “to see what happens next.”
You can only create curiosity with long copy. Short bits only annoy
people.
Short versus long
Take a look at short stories versus novels.
Which form is more popular? Which one takes less time to read? Do you
see what I’m getting at here? With multiple plot twists, character arcs,
themes, etc., people are more interested in longer novels than short
stories.
People value big things. Period.
What you don’t need
You don’t need another person who can write blog posts and put posts
on every conceivable media platform that’s come onto your radar. The
landscape will change often, so you can never keep up.

You don’t need someone who writes 500-word posts on your website
every single day to keep you relevant.
You don’t need another person who can write 125 characters on Twitter
every hour of every day—all the while worried that this person will say
something marginally offensive and get you into hot water with your
customers and the media (The number of stories on this phenomenon is
frightening and surprising).
You don’t need another person who sits on a sofa to think of a clever
idea for a three-word headline that won’t work unless you can put a
billion dollars behind it.
What you need
You need to embrace long copy and see the value in everything you do.
You need to see that your buyers are craving information. They are
seeking information to be empowered so they can feel free to spend
without worry.
They don’t want to just meander onto your website and read your blog.
That’s annoying and doesn’t accomplish anything. It’s about as bad as
an ad that says, “Come to our store and look around,” instead of saying,
“Get these shoes now at our store.” You need to give your buyers
direction. They aren’t going to magically figure out what you want them
to do.
A long sales page will do that.

For more information on how to incorporate long copy
into your advertising and marketing campaigns, contact
Ash Waechter at: ashwaechter@hotmail.com or
ash@freshsalescopy.com
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